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Abstract—Broadband single carrier modulated signals experience
severe multipath distortion scrambling & ISI when propagating
through physical medium. Correcting the distortion with channel
equalization is the foremost task of the detector. Prior information
about the transmitted signals in the form of channel decoder feedback
can significantly enhance equalization accuracy. An algorithm that
iteratively performs channel decoding and equalization with prior
information is generally denoted turbo-equalizer. Turbo-Equalizer
uses prior information & the principle of interference cancellation by
MMSE criterion. Here we have tested Adaptive Turbo Equalization
with least Mean Square Algorithm (LMS) & modified normalized LMS
algorithm & Turbo-Decoding with a Log-Map. Consequently the Mean
Square Error analysis, Stability analysis and convergence analysis are
provided and its shown if the system is sparse, then the system will
converge faster for a given total asymptotic MSE, though the choice of
initialization is important. Here all the Implementation concepts have
been verified in MATLAB platform and evaluation of the proposal is
presented. The measurement for the performance is displayed as bit
error rates (BER) in comparison to SNR of the Channel.

1. INTRODUCTION

This work focuses on Turbo coding & decoding, modulation &
demodulation, channel model with ISI, turbo equalization, sparsity
analysis of the proposed system. Adaptive Turbo Equalizer consists
of two basic parts i.e., decision feedback equalizer and maximum-a-
posteriori MAP decoder [5–8]. In a mobile communication environment
there are several users and each channel is associated with error control
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coding with turbo codes, modulation with QAM & spreading by
CDMA. All the users signal are added on to the channel. Simplified
model is shown in the Fig. 1. A usual assumption for wireless
transmission channels is that AWGN occurs. Also ISI can be noticed
originating from multiple paths scattering and delaying the signal.
At the receiver , one of the best method for getting the information
back from , often heavily scrambled & distorted received signal is to
use turbo scheme [6–8], it can significantly improve the process of
eliminating interference.

Figure 1. Turbo transmitter with ISI & AWGN in the channel.

The system shown in the Fig. 1 consists of a transmitter that uses
a turbo code of the length K. the information data block denoted
by xn for N users parallel, where vector x stands for a discrete
time sequence; xn = xn[K] = {xn[0], xn[1], . . . , xn[K − 1]} for users
n = 1, 2, 3,. . . , N and k = 0, 2, . . . , K − 1. All the successions
of log2(M) bits of these encoded sequences xTC, n are mapped to a
QAM modulation constellation of order M and interleaved each user
QAM symbol sequences. xQAM,n is spread by multiplication with a
user specific spreading sequence having DSCDMA coding, resulting
in a block of spread data symbol denoted by xCDMA,n. These are
then simultaneously transmitted through the channel as a summed up
signal xCDMA. This channel experiences ISI & AWGN with different
levels of selectivity. At the receiver end an adaptive channel estimator
uses a training sequence to find the optimum tap coefficients for the
equalizer. The usual RAKE receiver [11–13] would not yield sufficient
performance due to interference. The signal r is thus processed by
an adaptive equalizer, consisting of LMS or NLMS algorithm [25] &
leads to estimation of x̂CDMA. Next a matched filter adjusted to users
spreading sequences & estimates [12–15] the modulation symbols of
this user x̂QAM,1. Simultaneously one user is selected in the Log-
map among the user of interest. This technique is called Multi-User
Detection (MUD) [4–7]. The common term takes into account that
it has to be regained from the multiuser signal and all users’ data
could be detected parallely in the same manner. After de-interleaving
& demodulation the sequence x̂TC,1 has to be decoded by the Turbo
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decoder [6–9], producing the estimation of this user’s data x̂1 and
extrinsic information about bit probability for iterative use of the
whole Turbo scheme Receiver. Fig. 1 shows Turbo scheme transmitter,
source producing independent, identically distributed data sequence
xn of length K for all N users. Data blocks are encoded by a Turbo
coder. For simulation we have used two binary convolutional coder
having code rate RBCE = nBCE

kBCE
= 1/2.

Here nBCE & kBCE are no of in and output of the convolutional
coder respectively. Here two recursive systematic convolutional (RSC)
codes with generator polynomial g1 = 23oct & g2 = 37oct are used.
The generator polynomial notation is in octal corresponding binary
values are g1 = 10011 & g2 = 11111. In delay tap it can be shown as
g1 = D + D3 + D4 & g2 = D + D1 + D2 + D3 + D4. A convolutional
encoder produces an output that is (k + v)/RBCE bits longer than
the input due to general action of the coder to add redundancy of
rate RBCE and the additional tail of v

RBCE
bits. These come from

the last encoder back to an all zero state. This results a problem of
‘fractional rate loss’, a drop of the code rate (Real < RBCE) can be
handled by either tail biting or truncation. One of the two Binary
Convolutional Codes (BCEs’) is fed directly with the data sequence
xn. The other one with an interleaved version of it D (xn). D is
the symbol for an interleaver, which defines a permutation of all bits,
providing uncorrelated possible errors for the receiver C indicates the
sign of de-interleaver.

2. M-ARY QAM MODULATION

Modulation is a mapping of binary data to a continuous time & valued
signal. It presents an effective way of increasing the BW of a data
transmission system. The basic idea is to map the input data to a
constellation in the complex plane, thus using in phase & quadrature
components i.e., employing in phase & quadrature carriers [12–14].
The RF transmit signal for use would be given by;

Sn(t) = R





 ∞∑
k=−∞

xQAM,n[k]g(t− kT )


 ej2∗pi∗fc∗t


 (1)

with

R{xQAM,n[k]}, I{xQAM,n[k]}∈
{
−
√
M+1, . . . ,−1,−1, 1, 3, . . .

√
M−1

}
(2)

where R[.] and I[.] denote real & imaginary part & g(t) is the signal
pulse. xQAM,n[k] = AI,n[k] + jAQ,n[k] will be used where AI,n[k]
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& AQ,n[k] are the amplitude levels calculated from the log2(M)/2
bits each of the in phase & quadrature component. From practical
experience it has been seen that higher modulation order results in
dense constellation, as the altogether available power is assumed to
be restricted and the symbol position have to move closer together.
The energy per symbol Es increase with log2(M) while the number
of constellation point increases with M . when average energy per

bit Eb =

∑
k

|xQAM,n[k]|2

K∗log2(M) = 1 is normalized to 1, the distance
between neighboring points decreases with increasing M . The dense
structures are more vulnerable to noise as slighter distortions can
already push a symbol to a neighboring symbols detection region. Yet
the usable constellation depends on the channel, its SNR and other
disturbances [19–22].

3. THE CHANNEL MODEL

For the model of a wireless mobile communication channel [15–18] to
be realistic, it has to include many aspects, fading phase & frequency
distortion, inter-symbol, co-channel & multiple access interference,
near far cross talk as well as colored and white noise also influences a
transmitter [19, 21, 24]. Here we will model only AWGN & ISI referred
in Fig. 2. The functional channel equation is r = HxCDMA + w.
Where H is the ISI channel can be seen as a delay spread in time or as
multipath fading [17–19, 22, 26] and can be modeled by a tapped delay
line.

 

Figure 2. Fundamental channel model with AWGN & ISI.

Its consequences is that the Nyquist criterion is isolated and
each symbol is blurred by surrounding symbols which can leads to
erasement and total loss of reliable information as decision threshold
cannot be reconstructed by modeling the channel, this problem can
be overcome with equalization. In addition to the interference also
AWGN is a common problem in wireless communication channels.
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This is produced as Gaussian distributed thermal noise in electronic
device. And SNR is defined as SNR = 10 log10(

Eb
N0

), where N0/2
corresponds to two sided power spectral density. This explains SNR
allows a comparison of performances with respect to the transmitted
bits not symbols. Fig. 3 refers to the magnitude & frequency response
characteristics of the Microwave channel under investigation.
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Figure 3. Magnitude & frequency response of the microwave channel
under investigation.

4. TURBO-SCHEME RECEIVER

 

Figure 4. Turbo receiver block-diagram.
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The receiver [1–3] has to reverse all the modifications, processing
steps and influences that were done to the user’s data in inverse
order. That implies it has to overcome the noise and interference of
the physical transmission by channel estimation and equalization to
detect single users out of the multi user babble, to de-interleave and
demodulate and finally to decode the Turbo Code (TC).

 

Figure 5. Information flow in a turbo-decoding scheme.

As each of the steps on the transmission side added some kind
of coding gain to increase the reliability of the transmission, all the
parts of the receiver help to enhance the performance in regard to
achievable bit error rate. This is done iteratively in a turbo manner
i.e., with the help of side information about bit probabilities gained.
The information flow in a general turbo decoding scheme can be shown
in the Fig. 5. The received sequence serves as input to both decoder
parts, but each uses only part of sequences that was generated by one
of the encoder. The extrinsic information (Le1, Le2) gained by soft
decisions from one decoder part is used as a priori side information
(La2, La1) for the other and vice versa. It is important however,
that no information gained from one decoder, as the positive feedback
would mean an unstable system. The log-like hood ratio (LLR) for
bit probabilities have two main advantages, first lower computational
complexity and secondly a direct & demonstrative measure for the
probability as well as sign of each bit. The extrinsic information is

calculated by the following formula Le,a = LLR = log
fx′ (x

′
k=+1|rk

)

fx′ (x
′
k
=−1|rk

)

where x′k and rk as an exception more generally denote the estimated
and the input signal of the according decoder stage respectively. The
objective of channel estimation can be divided into two distinctive
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parts, the primary channel estimation by sending a training sequence
and the subsequent improvement of this estimation in the equalizer.
So instead of generating a special training sequence at the transmitter
and sending it in front of the actual data after all the encoding steps,
the MATLAB implementation simply generates a single user random
BPSK sequence of length Ktr and applies the same channel model (ISI
& AWGN) to it, as only the influence of the channel is of interest for
channel estimation. So first the channel estimator tries to equalize the
distortion during training by assuming the sequence to be known at the
receiver & then to obtain the optimum filter parameters, and then the
data is equalized accordingly to this (several times iteratively repeated)
first estimation. The special adaptive turbo equalization improves this
channel estimation by “tracking” in a decision directed mode during
Turbo equalization process, i.e., not only from one data symbol, the
filter tap coefficients is updated (referred in Fig. 6), but also from one
iteration to the next. The advantage is that the system learns to adapt
the environment.
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Figure 6. The tap magnitude & indexing in a particular instant of
learning.

The main part of this estimation is an adaptive decision feedback
equalizer as shown in the Fig. 7. The feed forward & feedback filter of
such a DFE are FIR filters with Lf & Lb symbol spaced taps having
adjustable coefficients fl & bl. As there is a recursive structure from the
detector output to the feedback filter, it has nonlinear characteristics.
Its soft output will be in the mathematical form as

�
xCDMA[K] =

Lf∑
l=1

flr[k− l]−
Lb∑
l=1

bl
�
xfb[k− l], where �

xfb=sign(�
xCDMA)

(3)
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Figure 7. Adaptive decision feedback equalizer with feed forward
filter.

This is used in first iteration, from the second iteration on the
feedback filter coefficients bl are approximated and calculated from the
priori information so that �

xfb = 2a. The advantage we find here
over a linear equalization or a zero forcing equalizer, primarily its
capability to handle ISI channels with spectral nulls, but DFE [7–10]
are not the optimum equalizer solutions in terms of performances. It is
obvious that the simulated result of MMSE MAP sequence detectors
performances is better than having higher computational complexity.
We may use any adaptive update algorithm, for simplicity here we took
MMSE, LMS, and Sharp LMS, NLMS for the mathematical simulation.

f [k] = f [k − 1] + µfe[k]r[k]; b[k] = b[k − 1] − µbe[k]�xfb[k]

where µf & µb are the adaptation constants i.e., step sizes for
adaptation and e[k] = La[k] − �

xCDMA[k]; at each time instant k LMS
algorithm tries to minimize the MSE by estimating the gradient vector
of the method of steepest descent. By the choice of the step size the
speed of the convergence can be influenced. Larger step size bring a
faster convergence but we need to compromise for higher fluctuation
of the minimum error noise floor. The selection of good step size
is a very good critical task even though we find some theoretical
limits like 0 < µ < 1

tr(R) ; where tr(R) denotes the trace of the input
autocorrelation matrix for adaptive Turbo Equalizer usually only much
smaller yields the desired convergence effect. In digital implementation
the computational precision limits the lower end of useful adaptation
coefficients. An optimum µopt is hence always a compromise and can be
in practice minimizing the cost function. Beside the famous Widrow’s
LMS method there are several more modified adaptive algorithms.
According to the published literature NLMS algorithm [25] can be
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expressed as
W [k] = W [k − 1] + µwe[k]Fq(X[k]) (4)

Here

[Fq(X[k])]l =
|xl[k]|q−1 sign(xl[k])

L∑
m=1

|xm[k]|q
if 1 ≤ q < ∞

or
1

xn[k]
δi−n if q = ∞

where W [k] represents the filter taps, X1[k] is the Lfb samples of the
input signals in the filter memory at time k, δj is the kronecker delta
function & n is any integer for which |xn[k]| = max1<j≤L |xj [k]|. The
minimization of ‖W [k + 1] −W [k]‖ with respect to x[k]−W T

k+1Xk = 0
shows the optimization problem. The filter coefficient adaptation is
explained by

Wl[k + 1] = wl[k] + µwe[k]xi[k] if |xi[k]| = max
1<j<L

|xj [k]|

otherwise wl[k]

Here wl stands for fl or bl respectively and x denotes either r or �
xfb.

The error calculated as x[k] − �
x
T
CDMA[k]bk only one filter coefficients

is updated at each time for q = ∞, the algorithm yields a version
of NLMS that minimizes L∞-norm, simple but better performance, is
called modified NLMS [25]. Its cost function has very small optimum
region.

5. SHARPNESS ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED
ALGORITHM FOR TURBO-EQUALIZATION

The sequence �
yk is assumed to be generated from input data xk in a

linear way following the equation �
yk =

∑
i
wikx

i
k.

The weight vector wk = [w1
k, . . . , w

n
k ] is updated at each iteration

k by xkw
i
k+1 = wik + µwik(yk −

�
yk)xik where µ is a small step size. The

general update strategy may be approximated

wik+1 = wik exp

(
µ
δL(yk,

�
yk)

δwik

)
(5)

where cost function is L(yk,
�
yk) = (yk − �

yk)2. This approximation
involves taking a Taylor series expansion of the exponential dropping
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term of µ2 or higher. The last expression can be modified by estimating
yk by wik = γ(zik) = 1

4(zik)
2 for some parameter value z. now if we take

the algorithm as adapting over z space we can use Euclidean gradient
descent

Zik+1 = zik − µ
δL(yk,

�
yk)

δzik
(6)

The gradient term becomes

δL

δ(�
yk)

.
δ(�
yk)

δwik
.
δ(wik)
δzik

= −2(yk − �
yk)x

i
kγ(zik) (7)

Now we absorb the factor 2 into step size to get Zik+1 = zik +
µγ(zik)(yk−

�
yk)xik. Here we are truly interested in the effective update

rule for w, not z and that is used to generate our estimate yk; since
wik+1 = γ(zik+1) = γ(zik + Small term), in most of signal processing
& communication application the weights are not constrained to be
positive, as is required by this update rule. So for simplicity here we
take

�
yk =

∑
i

sgn(zik)(z
i
k)

2xik (8)

and Euclidean gradient algorithm in z space becomes

Zik+1 = zik + µ
∣∣∣zik∣∣∣ (yk − �

yk)x
i
k (9)

and effective update for z space will be

wik+1 = wik + µ
(
2

∣∣∣wik∣∣∣ + t2
) (

yk − �
yk

)
xik (10)

In order to gain some insight as to the shape of the cost surface in
z space such that the algorithm referred here evolves over the intuition
gained from a 10 tap filter under design. Here the equation referred
has been compared with standard widrow’s LMS algorithm and named
as sharp LMS algorithm and parameterized as

wik = γ
(
zik

)
=

1
2
sgn

(
zik

) (
zik

)2
+ εxik; (11)

so the vector z, that get mapped by γ onto w. for readers consequences
this is to say that both are gradient descent algorithm & the Fig. 8
refers the plot of cost surface over which they are evolving. Fig. 8
shows the standard LMS with MSE cost L = E(yk − �

yk)2 over which
LMS evolves, as LMS is gradient descent in w space, so the axes are
the parameter w1 & w2. In contrast sharp LMS is a gradient descent
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of the same cost function but gradient is with respect to z so Fig. 9
referred is the MSE cost plotted against axes z1 & z2. Fig. 10 & Fig. 11
refer the Change of MSE with symbol number and change of the tap
value with number of taps.

Figure 8. Standard LMS with
MSE cost surface.

Figure 9. Sharp LMS with MSE
cost surface.

Figure 10. Symbol number with
MSE plot for Turbo Equalizer
following Descent algorithm.

Figure 11. Change of tap value
with tap number.

6. LOG-MAP TURBO DECODER

The second Turbo part in the Fig. 5 is the decoder for Turbo Code
(TC). After the decoding the information can be restored at least with
higher like hood ratios, allowing a more exact estimation of the coded
sequence. The additional knowledge can then later be used again in
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the next iteration for equalization and so on. The TURBO CODE
itself again consists of two of the iteratively connected parts dealing
with two consistent codes. The main principle is to use LLR with
expression

L(x[k]) = log
p(x[k] = +1|r)
p(x[k] = −1|r)

(12)

The Turbo trellis diagram description changes this equation to a
complicated one

L(x[k]) = log

∑
s+

P (S[k − 1] = s′, s[k] = s, r)

P (r)∑
s−

P (S[k − 1] = s′, s[k] = s, r)

P (r)

= log

∑
s+

P (s′, s, r)

∑
s−

P (s′, s, r)
;

(13)
here s± are the sets of all trellis state transmitting from a state s′ to
s caused by a data input of ±1. Hence the input sequence is denoted
as the received signal r as this is the usual case for Turbo coding. The
previous equation can be reduced as P (s′, s, r) = αk−1(s′) · γk(s′, s) ·
βk(s) with the necessary probabilities αk−1(s′) = P (s[k] = s, rk1),
γk(s′, s) = P (s[k] = s, r[k]| s[k−1] = s′ and βk(s) = P (rNk+1

∣∣∣ s[k] = s).
Using the advantage of iterative decoding repetitions, the equation

can be rearranged in the following fashion

L(xk) = log
P (r|xk = +1)
P (r|xk = −1)

+ log
P (xk = +1)
P (xk = −1)

; (14)

This second term of this equation stands for a priori LLR that
would be 0 in a conventional decoding scheme without this kind of
side information about certain bit probabilities.

Figure 14 explains that this Log-Map decoder is actually used
iteratively to decode two turbo parts. But when the equalizer is
used as a decoder for ISI channel as first of the two turbo parts this
would lead to a iterative loop within a loop. Use of extrinsic LLR
information �

x1 about coded bit probabilities gained from decoding
as a priori information La in the equalizer has to be rearranged
comparable to the directly received signal. Therefore like on the
transmission side, it has to run through modulation, interleaving and
CDMA spreading to be in correct order. Fig. 12 refers the error history
of adaptation with NLMS algorithm. It is obvious from the figure that
error is converging and convergence time is such that the real-time
implementation possible. Fig. 13 shows channel frequency response
normalized to baud frequency.
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Figure 12. Equalizer error history with iteration number; number of
tap:6 with NLMS algo.

Figure 13. Channel frequency response normalized to baud frequency.

 

Figure 14. Turbo receiver block with LOG-MAP decoder.
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Figure 15 shows the channel & combined channel equalizer after
implementing the turbo coding. Fig. 16 shows cost & achievable bit
rate versus the iteration number. The fact the cost is not monotonically
decreasing in the first few hundreds samples, its because of the initial
stage the algorithm no longer be a perfect gradient descent algorithm
(though it in approximately so). From Fig. 17, it can be said that
adaptive turbo equalizer can rapidly provide a solution approximately
the Max SNR solution. Fig. 18 shows BER curves for system employing
(using various adaptive algorithm) turbo equalization and without
turbo equalization. The data point for each SNR values was obtained
by averaging over all carriers for the block & repeating for a total of
two channel realization.

Figure 15. Initial and final tap
index for Turbo Equalizer.

Figure 16. Achievable bit-rate
versus time.

Figure 17. Inverse of shortened
SNR versus time.

Figure 18. BER vs SNR for the
wireless channel under Test.
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Figure 19. Channel input output introduces noise and zero errors
after channel equalization.

7. CONCLUSION

Equalization of multiple user mobile channels is implemented observed
and evaluated which requires exhaustive mathematical calculations.
All the simulations have been done in MATLAB version 7.14. Turbo
Equalizer with various form of steepest descent algorithm shows after
equalization we can extract the exact bit patterns with zero errors
(referred in Fig. 19). The results suggest that the procedure is well
suited for multicarrier system with global convergence of algorithm.
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